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Statement
My paintings introduce a story to the viewer, drawing on invented and imagined
contexts, places and connections for characters. The familiar and personally known
are frequently merged with a store of characters from art history and literature,
inviting the viewer in to these sustained environments, almost like a voyeur.
Feelings of abandonment are juxtaposed with reflectiveness, disjointedness and
fragmentation – the brokenness and vulnerability we as humans are all capable of
feeling, especially when alone.
The process of deconstructing and flattening the images moves them towards the
abstracted and ambiguous, forcing the viewer to fill in the spaces with something
personal to the presented or given story.
Bio
Trina Hobson originally studied Design at Ulster University, Belfast which led to her
setting up her own interior design business. Following a fifteen year hiatus, she
undertook a second degree, in Fine Art Painting graduating with a first class honours
degree in 2016.
Hobson was the recipient of the Dean's List Award for Outstanding Academic
Achievement, The Royal Ulster Academy Award for Outstanding Student, The John
and Rachel Turner Bursary for Outstanding Student and was long listed for the RDS
Visual Art Awards.
Since her graduation Hobson has showcased her work across Ireland and the U.K.
including The Waterfront Hall, Belfast, The Higher Bridges Gallery, Enniskillen,
McKenna Gallery, Omagh, Gallery 27, Dublin, Boyle Arts Festival and The Mall
Gallery, London.

Artist Bio
Jane Rainey is a fine artist painter based in Belfast, Northern Ireland. In 2014 Rainey
graduated
from the Ulster University, Belfast, with a first class honours in Fine Art Painting.
Whilst there she
was recognised for artistic merit by being awarded the Dean’s List Award and the
John and Rachel Turner Bursary Award. She then went on to complete a Master in
Fine Art at the National College of Art and Design, Dublin, Ireland in 2016. Since her
graduation Rainey has extensively exhibited in Belfast, Dublin and throughout
Ireland, and has started exhibiting further afield in USA and Italy.

Artist Statement
Rainey's paintings describe events, with the beginning, the end and the
transgressive or
progressive middle, often folding in on each other. The works are always in a state of
flux, living
somewhere in-between representation and abstraction, depicting things that are of
this world but
also not of this world, a post apocalyptic habitat, a world where systems have
collapsed and we
balance on a fine line between chaos and structure. Within the paintings tangible
things you can
almost touch collide with unrecognisable abstract marks that are very much involved
and about the act of painting. The worlds are suspended in time, with no sense of
gravity, living within a liminal space, a world that is only made possible through the
language of paint.

-Jane Rainey
www.janeraineyart.com

Subject: Open Studios
Daniel Coleman

Statement
"I now find myself alone in this darkness. A lost soul in purgatory - struggling
to find peace, hope and a way out. I find myself searching for that exit, through
the gesture of mark making - through the medium of paint; a form of
expression and escapism."
Within his current work Daniel Coleman finds himself searching for a sense of
identity - looking to memory for answers, exploring a time gone by in
wonderment and questioning faith; as a means of comfort and tradition.
Bio
Daniel Coleman is a graduate of the Ulster University, Belfast School of Art
where he obtained First Class Honours in Fine Art Painting and Drawing
(2016). He has since then went on to be awarded Highly Commended in
Northern Ireland's Young Artist of the Year, for two consecutive years (2016
and 2017). Daniel has completed many group and solo projects within
Northern Ireland, including his solo exhibition 'All That Remains,' held at The
Braid Arts Centre Ballymena, (2016). He is currently a studio member of
Lombard Studios, Belfast, where he continues to push and develop his
practice.

Hollie Sloan
I am trying to explore how I view the world. I Walk. I Look. I Read. Perception is everything. How
I look and make judgements on what I see, and consequently how I present those judgements
through a painting. It is my intention to create an ambiguity, which leaves you to discover - one
that holds a whole manner of possibilities. I engage in artistic experimentation through scale,
line, colour, space and painting application. Delving into a spirited, and somewhat complex,
search for an experience that holds the potential to open a metaphorical gateway into the liminal.
To create space, or silence, which ultimately encourages an examination into self.
I primarily deal with the medium of oil paint, the layering of which requires me to take into
account drying time. Rather than view this as a negative, I revel in the fact that this allows for
space to contemplate what lies on the canvas surface. In fact, I consider each individual layer on
the canvas surface to resemble the pages of a sketchbook, within which I can get a feel for my
ideas until I happen upon something that feels right. The multi-layered natures of these paintings
display the scars of untold stories - previous paintings and previous ideas. In front of them you
question what lies beneath the finished image, provoking a state of contemplation not dissimilar
to what I am trying to achieve.
I am intrigued by the act of repetition, which morphs into a routine that can eventually be
completed without any conscious thought. It becomes automatic. It is here that there is room for
thought, but also room for switching off and thinking of nothing aside from the action.

Untitled (2015), Charcoal on Canvas, 150 x 110cm

